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July 9, 2018 
 

Please find the following addendum to the below mentioned BID. 

Addendum No.: 1  

Bid#: 314-00-18-23-2   

Project Name: 2018 District 12 & 14 Panel Replacements  

Bid Due Date: Thursday, July 12, 2018  

 

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS: 

Question 1:  Bid package, pages 47 – 51: Has hand written descriptions for each site in a 
notebook. I can read everything on the left side of the notebook but nothing 
on the right side of the notebook. Is there supposed to be info on the Right 
side of the notebook? 

 
Answer 1:  The right side was left blank intentionally except for the one on Oak Harbor. 
 
Question 2:  Bid package, pages 47 - 52. For each site it gives an average panel size. Can 

you clarify which measurement is the longitudinal measurement and which 
is the Transverse measurement? 

 
Answer 2:  Typically the longest measurement is the longitudinal side. 
 
Question 3: Bid package, pages 12 - 46. In the description of "Remove/Replace/Repair 

Concrete Panels and Concrete Rollover Curb" for each site it states "Base 
repair and/or patch is not limited to a square yardage quantity, but may 
include the entire panel if directed by Department of Public Works 
inspection staff. This item is at no direct pay." If inspection staff does not 
direct the contractor to remove and replace the entire base (because the base 
replacement is a lumped in with Remove / Replace Concrete Panels and 
Concrete Rollover Curb price) it is possible that the government will be billed 
for it anyway. For bidding purposes, Can the government include on the bid 
form a unit line item for remove, replace and fill base material? 

 
Answer 3: No, the Parish cannot add a pay item because it is estimated as such. The pay 

item states that after removing the concrete panel the Contractor is to remove 
the base material 8” thick below the bottom grade of the new 8” concrete 
panel. If the ground below that 8” base material is still unsuitable the 
Contractor is to remove that section of bad sub-base at no direct pay. Typically 
after removing the 8” of material the sub-base is still sufficient to install the 
new river or pumped sand base and compact. The Parish Inspector or 
Construction Manager will inspect the base before the Contractor pours 
concrete to ensure the base is acceptable. 

 
Question 4: Can the government provide a rough sketch of the panels to be 

replace? 

Answer 4: No, the panels have not been picked out yet, but this bid item is by the 

square yard. 

 

 End of Addendum #1  


